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Resonant Architecture:
The Situated Poetics of Antonio Jiménez Torrecillas

Elisabetta Canepa

Atmosphere
An ordinary construction turns into 
architecture when it expresses its 
essential quality, going beyond the 
territory of technique and function, 
standard and universal. We can ex-
plain the concept of architectural 
quality in a variety of ways. Peter 
Zumthor’s perspective, which fo-
cuses on the emotional content of 
the spatial experience, is seductive.1 
“Quality in architecture does not—
not to me anyway—mean inclusion 
in architectural guides or histories 
of architecture or getting my work 
into this or that publication. Quality 
architecture to me is when a building 
manages to move me. [...] One word 
for it is atmosphere [italics added].”2  

Atmosphere is one of the most eva-
nescent and complex aspects that 
lend substance to architecture, being 
“that bit of air that remains when 
you take away the walls, floor, and 
ceiling.”3  It is the domain where the 
experiential vocation of architecture 
takes shape. First off, we can define 
atmosphere as a state of resonance 
with our external world mediated 
by architecture.4  The body is intrin-
sically involved in this resonance 
between the architectural environ-
ment and the perceiving subject. 
It is the body that first grasps the 
emotional cues from the surround-
ings and communicates—frequently 
without us being aware—how it feels 
to be in a particular atmosphere. 
We are embodied beings with reso-
nant bodies,5 and “our buildings are 
resonant bodies” as well, they are 
“instruments that constantly reverse 

the roles between the player and the 
played.”6  As Sarah Robinson explains, 
“we not only tune our instruments 
but are tuned by them.”7

There are architectures that, more 
than others, seem to exist precisely 
for their nature of resonant bodies; 
they are shells that enclose, pro-
tect, and reverberate the internal 
landscape of our sensibility. These 
architectures, in being diaphragms 
designed to regulate external factors, 
such as daylight and temperature, 
function above all as a source of emo-
tional priming and contagion. Their 
atmospheric essences “can move us 
powerfully, pervade us with their 
certain intangible signature, tune 
us according to their own partic-
ular harmony or dissonance.”8  In 
other words, they impact our first 
impressions (bodily resonance) and 
modulate our affective involvement 
(attunement); then, to quote a fa-
mous sentence by Le Corbusier, “a 
boundless depth opens up, effaces 
the walls, drives away contingent 
presences, accomplishes the miracle 
of ineffable space […] the consum-
mation of plastic emotion.”9 

At this point, a question emerges 
that Juhani Pallasmaa posed in rela-
tion to the meaning of the quality 
of atmosphere: “what is the secret 
of creating architecture that envelops 
and inspires us?”10 An analysis of two 
episodes,11 taken from the design 
repertory of the Andalusian archi-
tect Antonio Jiménez Torrecillas,12  
provides us with valuable tips to 
establish a response. In particular, 

from which it looks across at the 
palatial complex of the Alhambra, the 
project involves restoring a portion 
of the city walls from the fourteenth 
century, approximately forty meters 
of whose length was destroyed by an 
earthquake during the nineteenth 
century (1885). The new structure, 

required to fill in the damaged area 
of the monument, sits alongside the 
pre-existing wall without touching it, 
built parallel but slightly offset from 
the other’s axis. The addition restores 
the original visual continuity, almost 
dissolving into the rest of the wall 
if observed from a distance, but its 

autonomous identity is evident as 
soon as we make out the materials, 
chromatic tones, and geometrical pu-
rity of its outline (Figure 2). The new 
stretch of wall is a parallelepiped, 
a little over four meters high, with 
sides of thin pink granite slabs, in 
four different cuts, laid in an irregular 

pattern. The slabs are held together 
by an imperceptible layer of high 
strength epoxy resin just a millimeter 
thick, designed to minimize the joins 
and emphasize the illusion of solid 
precariousness given by the stacking 
of the stone pieces, seemingly simply 
piled up.14  There are three openings: 

these two works captivate through 
the skillful subtlety with which they 
interpret the “tension between inte-
rior and exterior,”13  one of the most 
powerful generators of atmosphere 
that can exist, according to Peter 
Zumthor.

Nasrid Wall, Granada, Spain 
The intervention on the ancient Nas-
rid Wall of Granada (2002–2008) is a 
perfect example of architecture as 
atmospheric, resonant body. Nestled 
in the white hill of Albaicín (Figure 
1), the Medieval Moorish quarter 

Figure 1.  Nasrid Wall, photographed from the mirador de San Miguel Alto, Upper Albaicín, 
Granada, Spain. Image: Fanny-Laure Bovet, 2013.

Figure 2.  Nasrid Wall, external side. Image: Antonio Luis Martínez Cano, 2008. Figure 3.  Nasrid Wall, interior cavity. Image: Antonio Luis Martínez Cano, 2008.
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two are diametrically opposite one 
another, cutting through only one 
of the shell’s walls, while the third 
passes from one side to the other—
framing a panorama snapshot.

Inside the wall, a narrow cavity has 
been left, large enough for one per-
son to walk along (Figure 3). The 
mineral weft of the mural cladding 
has slits through which the natural 
light filters, permeating the space; it 
evokes that luminous porosity muf-
fling the clarity of Granada interiors 
(Figure 4). The sunlight warms the 
shapes and materials, growing in 
intensity from dawn to dusk, when 
the stone blushes, as occurs at the 
Alhambra, whose name—literally 
“the red one”—derives from the color 
of its surfaces (Figure 5). Admiring 
the city in silence, from above, as 
it inundates the final stretch of the 
valley of the Darro River, we lose 
ourselves in a rarefied atmosphere, 
as if wrapped in a bubble, in a state 
of contemplative rapture. There are 
no fixtures, no furnishings, and no 
plants. Nothing to indicate that a 
particular activity is carried out or 
a particular function performed 
there. We go in and enjoy breathing 
in the atmospheric weightlessness. 
All that is needed to appreciate—as 
the architecture historian and critic 
Bruno Zevi suggests—a beautiful ar-
chitecture, that is to say “architecture 
in which the interior space attracts 
us, elevates us and dominates us 
spiritually.”15

In this work by Antonio,16  the sur-
rounding landscape is absorbed, 
framed by ever-changing perspec-
tives. Inside, the box is empty, the 
floor is beaten earth; the atmospheric 
cavity is filled by the presence of the 
outside—forging a continual dia-
logue with nature, urban complex-
ity, and memory. Despite it being an 
elementary, closed, and solid volume, 
it is not easy to understand where 
the building ends. The Alhambra, 
in the distance, perched on the ho-

rizon, seems to belong to it. Exterior 
blends with interior, to the point of 
appropriating it.17 It is impossible 
to trace the physical confines of an 
atmospheric presence—because 
there aren’t any. Atmosphere acquires 
shape in the gaps that punctuate a 
place, whether they are enclosed in a 
masonry shell or distributed among 
nearby architectural elements: it is 
never visible, never tangible, never 
precisely definable. The atmospheric 
contact triggers a delicate balance 
between the sensitivity of the subject, 
which moves in the architectonically 
organized space, and the character-
istic configuration of that space. As 
Tonino Griffero highlights,18  taking 
up a reflection made by the German 
philosopher Michael Hauskeller, it 
may be supposed that atmosphere 
also has borders, beyond which its 
influence ceases: like smell, for in-
stance, “the atmosphere of a thing 
extends as far as its presence makes 
a difference.”19  In the case of the inlay 
along the Nasrid Wall, atmospheric 
disorientation stretches a long way; 
heady with the changing transience 
of the light and the suggestive wealth 
of the surrounding landscape, its 
emotional charge links to the indi-
vidual’s personal experience, from 
which memories and intimate details 
are evoked, projecting the visitor 
further and further away, detached 
from the physical resonant body ac-
commodating it.

Seaside House, Rota, Spain
On the other hand, in another work 
by Antonio, it is the interior that 
disperses into the exterior: pervad-
ing it to saturation, then enveloped 
by a case, purpose built to hold the 
renewed atmospheric essence of the 
place. The seaside house for Luis Gar-
cía Montero and Almudena Grandes 
(2012–2015), in Rota, a town in the 
province of Cádiz, is created out of 
grafting on fragments—natural and 
not—from the previous property. The 
latter was a small villa belonging to 

Figure 6.  Seaside house in Rota, Cádiz, Spain: south-east elevation. Image: Antonio Luis Martínez Cano, 2015.

Figure 5.  Nasrid Wall, detail. Image: Fanny-Laure Bovet, 2013.Figure 4.  Central hall of the hammam of the Baño del Palacio de Comares, Alhambra, Granada, Spain. 
Image: Antonio Luis Martínez Cano, 2015.
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a group of detached houses erected 
near the beach, behind the pinewood 
overlooking the Los Corrales reserve, 
originally intended for the personnel 
of a nearby US aeronautical base, 
built in the early 1950s. The existing 
construction, located at the center 
of the lot, had its roof removed; the 
old “inside” became the new “outside,” 
the rooms transformed into open-air 
patios, and the garden occupied by 
the living quarters, where the new 
structure is set among a constella-
tion of maritime pines that, for over 
seventy years, have defended the site 
from sun and wind.

The relationship between exterior 
and interior is overturned. The mod-
est enclosure, about one meter high, 
enough to mark out the border be-
tween public and private, provides a 
base for a dense organic diaphragm 
made of brezo panels, which is to say 
thick dried heather mesh woven on 
light metal frames (Figure 6). With 
the passage of time this screen chang-
es into a scenic backdrop, ruffled 
by the movement of wild climbing 
plants. The new residents, a pair of 
famous Spanish intellectuals—she 
a novelist,20 he a poet—wanted an 
intimate, inward-looking, and pro-

tected refuge for them and their 
three children. From the road, we 
can’t see the internal layout or the 
glass windows of the ground floor 
rooms. Previously, the garden was 
laid out—according to the Ameri-
can residential model—around the 
house and exposed to the glance of 
passersby. Antonio chose to reduce 
the green boundary, taking the walls 
to the edge of the property and cut-
ting the garden up into sectors, each 
intended for a different room. As in 
the Andalusian tradition, they are 
small, private areas. This condition 
is emphasized in the main garden 

(Figure 7). Its central position is as 
fascinating as its fragmentation in 
ruins; “this new ‘patio,’ conserving the 
internal subdivisions of the existing 
construction, seems just as ‘architec-
tural’ as an interior.” The cornerstone 
element of the spatial organization, 
catalyzing its centripetal tension, 
is the old fireplace converted into a 
barbecue (Figure 9).

The indigenous pines stand as figures 
that are equally architectural and 
intrinsic to the identity of the site, 
preserved and englobed in the struc-
tural matrix (Figure 10). Their trunks 

and branches cross walls and floors, 
penetrating the interior, where they 
are treated as living sculptures, pro-
tected in glass boxes. The clients 
requested their casa en la playa21  be 
“a garden with a house,” well knowing 
that “the norm was to have a house 
with a garden.”22  The integration of 
natural resources is reinforced by 
the involvement of water, in different 
ways, as is typical of the Andalusian 
sensitivity. The water of the pool, 
located on a level with the first floor, 
above the sitting room, vibrates plac-
idly, caressed by the wind, sprinkling 
the air with cool dampness, and join-
ing the high whitewashed walls in 
radiating luminosity. The fountain 
on the patio where the lunch table 
sits is a more discreet presence vi-
sually, a subtle incision in the wall, 
but its vivacious gurgling echoes 
throughout the house.

“This is a house in which the sun 
rises and sets; there is no need to 
go outside to see dawn or sunset,”23  
confides the owner, the poet Luis 
García Montero, a long-standing 
friend of Antonio. “The indoor-
outdoor fusion is remarkable. [...] 
It is a daring way to make beauty 
and art manifest.”24  In effect, more 
than anything else, this architecture 
is management of the—continual, 
unstable—transition between out-
side and in. Everything seems to 
be “an attempt to think about all 
those things that are clear separa-
tions.”25 Plan drawings, construc-
tion strategies, and chosen materials 
modulate, with skillful originality of 
design, incessant cross-fertilization 
both with natural elements—such as 
light, water, sea breezes, and green-
ery—and with the memory of the 
place.26  Some details might better 
clarify this mechanism of symbiosis. 
In conserving the walls of the previ-
ous habitation, for example, Antonio 
respects their orientation and aspect: 
the rhythmically curved surfaces of 

the rounded stones tell their own 
story, alongside the new, smooth, es-
sential walls, with no baseboards or 
moldings, but attuned in color tone 
(Figure 10). On the first floor, the 
wooden floor has been borrowed 
from the pine walkways dispersed in 
the sunny Rota pinewoods, near the 
beach. And the holes through which 
the trunks pass have been prudently 
and generously re-dimensioned to 
allow spontaneous swinging, ac-
centuated by the wind (Figure 8).

Situated poetics
“En esta casa està Antonio.”27  There 
are no better words to reveal the 
spirit of this architecture. Here, as 
with the project of the Nasrid Wall, 
Antonio has successfully given form 
to ineffable space.28  He has shown 
us it is possible to manipulate the 
fleeting atmospheric essence of the 
architectural experience. From the 
months of internship at his studio,29  
I recall the contagious enthusiasm 
with which Antonio described the 
details of the project to Almude-
na and Luis, how he was trying to 
simulate the sound of water or the 
caress of air through leaves; how he 
projected his atmospheres—which 
he called the wonderful gifts of archi-
tecture. Years later, I am pleased to 
read that Antonio managed to see 
his last work completed.30  When he 
asked Luis if it really was the house 
in which he wanted to live, he re-
plied “algo más […]. Non sólo es la 
casa donde quiero vivir y escribir, es 
también la casa en la que me gustaría 
morirme.”31  In the tenderness of this 
confidence, we find the confirmation 
of the beauty that architecture gives 
when it offers itself as situated poet-
ics. Situated poetics is “the skill to 
cultivate meanings that are already 
there.”32  This is the fundamental les-
son Antonio left us about the essence 
of our discipline: “what changes us, 
as architects, is the research of new 
in our everyday world.”33

Figure 7.  Seaside house in Rota: top view, the labyrinthine system of patios. 
Image: Antonio Luis Martínez Cano, 2015.

Figure 8.  Seaside house in Rota: sun terrace with pool, first floor.
Image: Antonio Luis Martínez Cano, 2015.
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